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By the time you read this, an instrument built by MIT students will be well on its way to
asteroid Bennu as part of NASA’s OSIRIS-REx mission to return an asteroid sample to Earth
by 2023. I was lucky enough to join Professor Richard Binzel, Principal Investigator and
Instrument Scientist for REXIS, along with a group of EAPS alumni and friends, to celebrate
the thrilling Atlas V rocket launch at Cape Canaveral. With this launch, more Pluto findings
from New Horizons, and the recent discovery of potentially habitable exoplanets orbiting red
dwarf stars like TRAPPIST-1, it has been a banner year for EAPS planetary science. I hope you
enjoy reading about some of these milestones here.
One of the greatest joys of being Head of Department is seeing EAPS faculty and students
thrive, making huge research strides in the areas we study: Earth, Planets, Climate, and Origins and Evolution of Life. We are pleased to highlight some of our diverse “Life” research in
this edition of EAPS Scope, from past and future mass extinctions to life on other planets to
life in the oceans, to the earliest branches of the Tree of Life. We acknowledge the tremendous support of the Simons Foundation for funding much of this innovative research.
Having safe, modern labs, and attractive, functional space for faculty and students is vital to
our continuing success. We all know that the 51-year old Green Building is outdated and that
we have outgrown our space. So I am delighted to report that MIT is considering new plans
to update infrastructure and the lecture hall 54-100, to create new labs and to construct an
addition that will both expand our facilities and accommodate MIT’s new Environmental Solutions Initiative (ESI), led by Professor John Fernandez. With ESI’s interest in climate science and
Earth systems, it makes perfect sense for EAPS and ESI to co-locate in an inspiring convening
space for environmental education and programming at the heart of the campus. We are striving to raise the $35M needed to bring this exciting vision to fruition. If you would like to learn
more, and help us accelerate cutting-edge scientific discovery in new labs and an exciting new
headquarters for Earth Sciences and Environmental Solutions at MIT, please contact me.
Thank you for your continuing interest and support for the Department of Earth, Atmospheric
and Planetary Sciences. Together we can advance the frontiers of scientific knowledge,
answer fundamental questions about Earth, Planets, Climate, and Life, and provide the scientific
basis for future solutions to some of the most challenging problems facing our planet.
Yours sincerely,
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ALL
FACETS
OF LIFE
From extremophiles living in hydrothermal
systems to marine microbial mats fossilized
in the geologic record, to the role of
phytoplankton in the carbon cycle and the
hunt for evidence for causes of past mass
extinctions, EAPS research seeks to answer
fundamental questions about the origins and
evolution of life on Earth—with implications
for detecting life beyond our own planet.
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THE EARTH TEEMS WITH LIFE, but surprisingly little is understood about the sequence of
events that produced environments where life
could prosper. Scientists in EAPS stand at the
forefont of the search for answers to how life
on Earth began, took root, and rebooted in the
face of multiple mass extinction events, and
how it perseveres, continuing to adapt to our
changing environment.

Every major event in the history of life has
been accompanied by environmental change.
Photosynthesizing cyanobacteria led to the

Great Oxygenation Event (GOE) and the formation of animal life. Greenhouse gases and toxic
metals from massive supervolcanoes triggered
the Great Dying with a rapid global warming
of 10˚C while paving the way for the rise of the
dinosaurs and mammals. Sea level changes as
the last ice sheets began to melt altered ocean
currents, speeding glacial retreat and allowing
humans to spread into North America. Studying
past patterns of the Earth’s biosphere expands
our understanding of the interconnected systems of the natural world that we experience
today. The context gained from this fundamen-

tal research is vital to our appreciation of the
extent and impact of modern environmental
change—providing valuable information to
help guide our future.
HOW DO EAPS SCIENTISTS
CONDUCT THEIR RESEARCH?

The complex interactions we study between
the physical and biological worlds require a
rigorous interdisciplinary approach, a hallmark
of research in EAPS. We follow the genomic trail
of living organisms back in time to find DNA
sequences for the earliest forms of life, »
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The science of the origins
and evolution of life is
extraordinarily complex, with
biology and earth science
inextricably intertwined. As just
one example, from studies of
ancient rocks and modern day
organisms we now know that
tiny microbes—the earliest
forms of life—have played an
outsized role in shaping the
environmental systems of our
planet for billions of years.

even before the onset of the fossil record.
Hyperthermophilic bacteria living in deep
sea vents offer us clues to how life evolved in
extreme prehistoric environments. We develop
sophisticated ocean circulation models and
compare data from ships, satellites, and lab
experiments to understand phytoplankton’s
indispensable role, not only in marine ecosystems, but also in conditioning our atmosphere
by generating half of Earth’s oxygen and fixing
vast amounts of carbon. Our experiments to
explain how fossils and organic material are
preserved in sediments on Earth provide a
lens with which to examine rock and soil data
collected, for instance, by the NASA Curiosity
rover on Mars. And we even drive innovations
in telescope and satellite technology to bring
planets orbiting distant stars into better view,
allowing us to detect organic molecules in
their atmospheres—and the potential for life
beyond Earth.
FROM COMPLEXITY TO UNDERSTANDING

The science of the origins and evolution of
life is extraordinarily complex, with biology
and earth science inextricably intertwined.
EAPS scientists are driven to discover the
inner-workings of the natural world by asking
fundamental questions. When did photosynthesis begin? How did life evolve and how does
it continue to adapt to changes in environment? Is Earth a stable system? If so, how did
its present state come to be? If not, how might
6 E A P S S CO P E | 2016-2017

the impact of human or natural processes
compromise its stability? What causes mass extinctions? Could we be approaching another?
Can we find biosignatures in the atmospheres
of distant exoplanets? Or in the rocks of Mars?
Ultimately, is life unique to Earth?
In this issue of EAPS Scope we lift the lid on
the many facets of life and its origins. In these
pages, you can learn about research in the
Bosak Lab to understand how early microbes
evolved to harvest light and respire oxygen;
how researchers in the Summons Lab, using
geochronology techniques developed and
refined in the Bowring Lab, have been able to
more closely pin down the timing of the GOE,
as well as a plan for a major new research
program aimed at gauging the potential for
another mass extinction like the end-Permian.
You will meet Mick Follows and Stephanie
Dutkiewicz who work at the intersection of
ocean fieldwork and advanced computer
modeling, seeking to understand how phytoplankton populations interact with each other
and our climate; Danielle Gruen, a graduate
student in the Fournier Lab, who uses the lens
of the molecular record to finesse our timeline
for the evolution of microbial life; Julien de Wit
who searches for habitable planet candidates
around dwarf stars; and Alexandria Johnson
who is synthesizing exoplanet-like gas clouds
to study their behavior in the laboratory.
¨

FACULTY NEWS

FACULTY SPOTLIGHT
The American Geophysical Union, American Meteorological Society, and American Mathematics Society recognize
seminal work by EAPS faculty members Kerry Emanuel, John Marshall, and Daniel Rothman.

KERRY EMANUEL , the Cecil and Ida Green Professor of Meteorology at MIT, gave the Bjerknes Lecture
at the annual American Geophysical Union conference in San Francisco, California in December 2015.
The AGU recognized Emanuel for his, “outstanding
contributions to the fundamental understanding
of tropical cyclones, convection, and weather and
climate sciences.”

Established in 1993, the annual lecture is given by a
prominent scientist in honor of the memory of Meteorologist Jacob Bjerknes, known for determining
the link between El Niño and the Southern Oscillation. Emanuel’s lecture, “Convective Aggregation,
Climate Sensitivity, and the Importance of Radiation
Physics in Weather and Climate,” focused on the
nontrivial coupling of circulation and radiation
physics in relation to diverse problems including
the Madden-Julian Oscillation, tropical cyclones,
and the relative insensitivity of tropical climate to
radiative forcing.
Emanuel, and EAPS alum, co-founded the Lorenz
Center, a climate think tank devoted to cross-disciplinary, curiosity-driven research, fostering creative
approaches to learning how climate works. Emanuel’s research interests include tropical meteorology
and climate, with a specialty in hurricane physics.
He is a member of the National Academy of Sciences and in 2006 was included in Time Magazine’s
“100 People who Shape Our World.” He joined the
MIT faculty in 1981 and has served as Director of
the Center for Meteorology and Physical Oceanography, and past Chair of the Program in Atmospheres,
Oceans, and Climate in EAPS.

FROM TOP
Kerry Emanuel, John Marshall,
Daniel Rothman

discussing hemispheric asymmetries in climate
and the role of the ocean in setting the position
of the ITCZ, a band in tropical rainfall found just
north of the equator.
Marshall studies the circulation of the ocean, its
coupling to the atmosphere and the role of the
oceans in climate. Specific research interests include
ocean convection and thermohaline circulation,
ocean gyres and circumpolar currents, geophysical
fluid dynamics, climate dynamics and numerical
modeling of ocean and atmosphere. Marshall is
a Fellow of the American Meteorological Society
(2014), and holds the Sverdrup Gold Medal of the
American Meteorological Society (2014). He directs
MIT’s Climate Modeling Initiative and is coordinator
of Oceans at MIT, an umbrella organization dedicated to all things ocean-related across the Institute.
Marshall joined the faculty in 1991.
DANIEL ROTHMAN , Professor of Geophysics and
Co-Founder and Co-Director of the Lorenz Center,
was awarded the 2016 Levi L. Conant Prize of the
American Mathematics Society (AMS).

Rothman was honored for his paper, “Earth’s Carbon
Cycle: A Mathematical Perspective,” Bulletin of the
AMS (2015). Presented annually, the Conant Prize
recognizes the best expository paper published in
either the Notices of the AMS or the Bulletin of the
AMS in the preceding five years.

JOHN MARSHALL , the Cecil and Ida Green Professor of Oceanography, accepted the American Meteorological Society’s 2016 Haurwitz Prize for, “seminal
contributions to atmospheric, oceanic, and climate
dynamics and the creation of innovative modeling
tools and educational resources.”

Rothman’s work has contributed widely to the
understanding of the organization of the natural
environment, resulting in fundamental advances in
subjects ranging from seismology and fluid flow to
biogeochemistry and geobiology. He has also made
significant contributions to research in statistical
physics. Recent areas of focused interest include the
dynamics of Earth’s carbon cycle, the co-evolution of
life and the environment, and the physical foundation of natural geometric forms.

In addition to the prize, Marshall was invited to
give the Haurwitz Memorial Lecture at the 2015
American Meteorological Society (AMS) conference
in New Orleans, Louisiana where his lecture focused
on the role of the ocean in the climate system,

Rothman joined the MIT faculty in 1986, after receiving his AB in applied mathematics from Brown
University and his PhD in geophysics from Stanford
University. He is a Fellow of the American Physical
Society and the American Geophysical Union.
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FACULTY NEWS

AWARDS AND HONORS
Department of Earth,
Atmospheric and Planetary
Sciences faculty continue
to earn numerous awards
and honors, in recognition
of their leadership in their
respective fields,

KRISTIN BERGMANN , Victor P. Starr Career Development Assistant Professor, was voted the Early
Career Councilor for the Society for Sedimentary Geology (SEPM). She was also named the Ally of
Nature Awardee in 2015.

Professor Emeritus of Geology CLARK BURCHFIEL received a Certificate of Appreciation for his
contributions to Chinese science and a medal for contributions to China-US cooperation in science
and technology.
Cecil and Ida Green Professor of Atmospheric Science KERRY EMANUEL was appointed
Honorary Fellow, the highest award of the UK’s Royal Meteorological Society, “in recognition of a
distinguished career and long standing contribution to Meteorology.”
Cecil & Ida Green Professor of Oceanography and Chair of the Program in Atmospheres, Oceans
and Climate RAFFAELE FERRARI was selected to receive the Scripps Institution of Oceanography
2016 Robert L. and Bettie P. Cody Award in Ocean Sciences.
Assistant Professor of Geobiology GREG FOURNIER received a NASA Astrobiology Institute
Directors Discretionary Fund Award for the research proposal, “Integrating the Geochemical and
Genomic History of the Rise of Oxygen on Earth.”
Associate Department Head and Cecil and Ida Green Professor of Geology TIMOTHY GROVE was
awarded a Doctor Honoris Causa by the University of Liège, Belgium in March 2016.
Cecil and Ida Green Professor of Oceanography JOHN MARSHALL was awarded the 2016
Bernhard Haurwitz Prize of the American Meteorological Society, “for seminal contributions to
atmospheric, oceanic, and climate dynamics and the creation of innovative modeling tools and
educational resources.”
Professor of Geophysics DANIEL ROTHMAN was awarded the Levi L. Conant Prize of the American
Mathematical Society. The Conant Prize recognizes the best expository paper published in either
the Notices of the AMS or the Bulletin of the AMS in the preceding five years. Rothman received the
prize for his 2015 paper, “Earth’s Carbon Cycle: A Mathematical Perspective.”
Esther and Harold E. Edgerton Career Development Associate Professor NOELLE SELIN was
named an American Association for the Advancement of Science Leshner Leadership Fellow.
In addition, the paper she co-authored, “Impacts of the Minamata Convention on Mercury Emissions
and Global Deposition from Coal-Fired Power Generation in Asia,” (Giang, et al., 2015) won Best
Environmental Science & Technology Journal Environmental Policy Paper of 2015.
SUSAN SOLOMON, Ellen Swallow Richards Professor of Atmospheric Chemistry and Climate
Science, received an honorary doctorate from the University of British Columbia.

E. A. Griswold Professor of Geophysics and MIT Vice President for Research MARIA ZUBER was
elected Chair of the National Science Board.
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FACULTY NEWS

PLAUDITS FOR HISTORIC
NEW HORIZONS MISSION
The historic 2015 NASA New Horizons Mission
flyby of Pluto marked the culmination of a
26-year-long effort to rendezvous with the
icy dwarf planet, making it the most distant
body in the solar system we have visited so far.
The decades-long effort—ultimately involving
hundreds of dedicated scientists—secures EAPS
Professor of Planetary Sciences Richard Binzel
a place in the history books as a Science Team
Co-Investigator on the mission, along with a
share in multiple team awards including: Science Magazine’s People’s Choice Award for the
#1 Story of 2015, and Top Ten Breakthroughs of
the Year 2015; Discovery Magazine’s Top Science

Story 2015; Science News Magazine’s Top Science Story 2015; the 2016 Goddard Trophy of
the National Space Club; the 2016 Space Ops
Award from the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics; the Space Foundation’s
2016 Jack L. Sweigert Exploration Award; the
National Space Society’s 2016 Space Pioneer
Award; the Smithsonian Institution’s 2016
National Air and Space Museum Achievement
Award; Aviation Week and Space Technology’s
2016 Laureate Award; a National Air and Space
Museum Trophy; and the 2016 Neil Armstrong
Space Flight Achievement Award of the American Astronautical Society.

RICHARD BINZEL
As a Science Team Co-Investigator,
Prof. Binzel shares an array of awards
recognizing the exploration achievements
of the NASA New Horizons mission to Pluto.

OLIVER JAGOUTZ AWARDED TENURE
Associate Professor of Geology Oliver (Oli)
Jagoutz studies the formation and evolution
of Earth’s continental crust, the tectonic
evolution of the Himalaya/Tibet system, and
the effects of geological processes on climate.
Despite decades of research, crust formation
has remained enigmatic, with implications for
understanding of the land we live on, the chemical differentiation of planetary interiors in
general, and the interplay between changes in
the solid Earth and climate. Jagoutz’s research
comprises field mapping and geochemical and
geophysical analysis of samples brought back
from the field. He usually spends a couple of
months a year in field areas all over the world,
and he regularly leads department field trips.
However, his main research has focused on the
only known complete cross-section of exhumed
continental crust, which is exposed in northern
Afghanistan and Pakistan.
Years of cross-disciplinary study enabled him
to produce seminal results concerning first-order problems in Earth sciences, including:
(1) the processes that lead to the formation,

large-scale chemical stratification, and bulk
composition of the Earth’s continental crust;
and (2) the causes and consequences of tectonic processes that occurred during the closure
of the Neotethys, the ocean that existed to
the south of Eurasia, which disappeared when
Africa and India converged on Eurasia. The latter involved collaborative research with EAPS
professor Leigh (Wiki) Royden and includes
explanations for the fast closure of India and
Asia, the drawdown of CO₂ (a reverse-greenhouse effect due to geological carbon sequestration), and subsequent cooling tens of
millions of years ago.
In addition, Jagoutz’s contributions in teaching
and mentoring have made him a go-to member
of the faculty in the EAPS Program in Geology,
Geochemistry, and Geobiology, regularly leading department field trips both near and far,
like the 2016 Fall Geology Field Trip exploring
the geology of central Massachusetts, and the
annual Geology Field Camp in the American
West—and venturing even further still with a
student trip to the Himalayas in Summer 2013.

OLIVER JAGOUTZ
In summer 2016, Prof. Jagoutz was
granted tenure by the Executive Committee
of the Corporation; he joined the faculty
of the EAPS Program in Geology,
Geochemistry, and Geobiology in 2008.
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FACULTY NEWS

EAPS WELCOMES NEW FACULTY

ANDREW BABBIN

TIMOTHY CRONIN

EAPS is delighted to announce that Andrew Babbin will join the
faculty as an Assistant Professor in January, 2017.

In July 2016, Timothy Cronin, PhD (XII), returned to EAPS as an
Assistant Professor of Atmospheric Science.

Andrew Babbin is a marine biogeochemist working on the nitrogen
cycle, especially on the processes that return fixed nitrogen in the
ocean back to N₂. This work is relevant, for instance, for understanding the controls on marine productivity and the ocean’s potential for
storing carbon. In his early career, Babbin has already made some
major contributions to this field, especially with regard to the relative
contribution of anaerobic ammonium oxidation (anammox) and
canonical denitrification to the total fixed nitrogen loss in the ocean.1
He aims to expand his biogeochemical studies by using microfluidic
devices to reproduce a variety of chemical conditions simultaneously
and finely control the chemistry experienced by microbes. In addition
to opening exciting new lines of research at EAPS—at the interface of
physical, chemical, and (micro)biological oceanography and climate—
his recruitment strengthens partnerships across campus, as with the
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and the MITWHOI Joint Program).

Cronin earned a BA in Physics from Swarthmore College in 2006, and
received his PhD in Climate Physics and Chemistry from MIT in June
2014. Advised by Kerry Emanuel, his dissertation research used simple
column models of the atmosphere, interacting with a land surface, to
explore a collection of problems in climate science. One of the papers
he published developed a theory for the sensitivity of near-surface
temperatures to changes in land surface properties, which is relevant
for understanding how anthropogenic land use and land cover change
may have resulted in past and future climate change. Cronin has also
worked on trying to understand why it rains preferentially over islands
in the tropics, and whether geologic changes around Indonesia have
implications for climate changes over the past 3-5 million years.
During the 2011-2012 academic year, he was a Martin Society Fellow
for Sustainability, and his work has also been funded by the NSF.

Babbin received a BS degree from Columbia University (2008) and his
doctoral degree (2014) from Princeton University. Since November
2014, he has been a Postdoctoral Research Fellow at MIT in CEE with
Roman Stocker (now at ETH Zürich) and Otto Cordero, learning about
microfluidic devices.
Babbin et al., “Organic Matter Stoichiometry, Flux, and Oxygen Control
Nitrogen Loss in the Ocean,” Science 344, 406 (2014), doi: 10.1126/
science.1248364
1
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Following work with Eli Tziperman as a NOAA Climate and Global
Change Fellow at Harvard University, Cronin is now studying the
interaction between clouds and sea ice in the Arctic, in climates
that are warmer than present. A particular focus is attempting to
clarify Arctic cloud feedbacks that may play a large role in determining the rate of sea ice loss and Arctic temperature change over the
coming century. Other projects include exploring the potential for the
formation of hurricane-like storms over a warmer Arctic Ocean that
has lost much of its sea ice; such storms would be highly relevant to
the impacts of climate change on both human and natural systems
in the future Arctic.

FACULTY NEWS

RUBEN JUANES

MATĚJ PEČ

Associate Professor Ruben Juanes of MIT’s Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering has accepted a joint appointment in EAPS.

EAPS welcomes Assistant Professor of Geophysics Matěj Peč, joining
the faculty in January 2017.

Juanes is a computational geoscientist and engineer, with a strong
interest in the physics of multiphase flow in porous media. His research
focuses on advancing our fundamental understanding and predictive
capabilities of the simultaneous flow of two or more fluids through
rocks, soils, and other porous materials. Research in his group combines
theory, simulation, and experiments that elucidate fundamental aspects
of multi-fluid flow, which is then applied to prediction of large-scale
Earth science problems in the areas of energy and the environment,
including geological carbon sequestration, methane hydrates, and ecohydrology of arid environments.

Peč received his MS degrees in Microstructural Analysis from the Université de Montpellier, France (2007), and in Structural Geology from
Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic (2008), and a PhD in Rock
Mechanics from the University of Basel, Switzerland (2012). Since then,
he has worked as postdoctoral researcher at the University of Minnesota, with short-term visiting scientist positions at several universities
in Europe and the US. His (mostly experimental) research focuses on
melt-rock interactions and their influence on the physical properties
of partially molten rocks. His work provides important information on
the properties of fault rocks under conditions found in the lower crust
(which will help understand the interaction of the lithospheric plates
with the underlying mantle asthenosphere and, in turn, the mechanics of plate tectonics), on the processes that can trigger earthquakes
at elevated pressures and temperatures, and on the emerging links
between seismicity, metamorphism, and flow.

As examples, work published in 2012, and reported in the video, “Greenhouse Gas Can Find a Home Underground,” demonstrated that, although
questions remain about the economics of systems to capture and store
such gases, there is enough capacity in deep saline aquifers in the United States to store at least a century’s worth of CO₂ emissions from the
nation’s coal-fired powerplants. And in work published this summer,
the Juanes Group revealed new physics of how fluids flow in porous
media, visualizing key flow mechanisms crucial to carbon sequestration
and fuel-cell operation. (see: http://bit.ly/juanes-fluids)
Juanes is also the Director of the Henry L. Pierce Laboratory for Infrastructure Science and Engineering. He holds an Ingeniero de Caminos
(1997), from the University of La Coruna, Spain, and MS and PhD degrees
from UC Berkeley (1999, 2003). In 2012, he received a Department of
Energy Award for Outstanding Contributions in Geoscience. He has been
a member of the MIT faculty since 2006.

Recent work published in the Journal of Geophysical Research; Solid
Earth,2 reports an exploration of deformation behavior observed in
granitoid fault rocks under a range of temperature, confining pressure,
and shear strain rate, to finite shear strains, to help understand the
physical and chemical processes accommodating semi-brittle flow in
such circumstances.
Peč et al., “Semi-brittle Flow of Granitoid Fault Rocks in
Experiments,” Journal of Geophysical Research; Solid Earth,
doi: 10.1002/2015JB012513

2
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ARE WE HEADED
FOR A SIXTH
EXTINCTION?
The stability of life on Earth depends on the biogeochemical cycles of carbon
and other essential elements, which in turn depend on microbial ecosystems
which are, at present, poorly understood. EAPS Professor Daniel Rothman
has a plan for a major new research program aimed at gauging the potential
for another mass extinction event, like the end-Permian Great Dying.

FIVE TIMES IN THE LAST 500 MILLION YEARS,
BY PROFESSOR DANIEL ROTHMAN
Adapted from the original, which ran in
the XO Files of the Science Philanthropy Alliance

more than three quarters of living species have
vanished in mass extinctions. Each of these
events has been associated with a significant
change in Earth’s carbon cycle. Some scientists think that human-induced environmental
change—including our massive discharges of
carbon into the atmosphere—may soon cause
a sixth major extinction. Is such a catastrophe
really possible?
The key to answering this question lies in the
recognition that the Earth’s physical environment and the life it supports continuously interact as a closely coupled system. The core of this
interaction is the carbon cycle. Plants and microorganisms, both on land and in the surface
layers of the ocean, take carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere and “fix” the carbon in organic
matter through the process of photosynthesis.
Other organisms—most importantly microbes,
but also including animals and people—metabolize organic matter, releasing carbon
back to the atmosphere, a process known as
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respiration. But while photosynthesis is visible
in the greening of leaves and the spectacular
algal blooms on the ocean surface, respiration
is neither visible nor well understood. That’s
because respiration occurs in different places
and at very different timescales. In the ocean’s
surface layers, for example, respiration happens
fairly quickly—minutes to months. A small
percentage of organic matter escapes degradation and drops slowly to the bottom of the
ocean, becoming buried in the sediments, where
respiration can take thousands of years. So
over time, lots of organic carbon accumulates
at the bottom of the ocean. And some of that
gets embedded in sedimentary rocks, where the
effective timescale for respiration can be many
millions of years. Virtually all of the fossil fuels
we burn—oil, coal, natural gas—come from that
latter reservoir of organic carbon.
Over the last billion years, including through
multiple ice ages, the Earth’s carbon cycle
has remained mostly stable. That means that
the process of fixing carbon through photo-

Sedimentary Section
Meishan, China

synthesis and the process of respiration have
remained approximately in balance. But because the ocean sediments contain much more
carbon than the atmosphere—at least 10 times
as much—even small changes in respiration
rates could have a huge, de-stabilizing impact.
A disruption in the carbon cycle that rapidly
released large amounts of carbon dioxide, for
example, could potentially cause mass extinctions—by triggering a rapid shift to warmer
climates, or by acidifying the oceans, or by
other mechanisms.
The conventional explanation for what killed
off the dinosaurs and caused the most recent,
end-Cretaceous mass extinction was a huge asteroid impact on Earth—which certainly caused
a massive debris shower and likely darkened
the sky, perhaps for years. This and some other
extinctions are also associated with massive
and widespread volcanism. Are these sufficient
to trigger mass extinctions, even in the deep
oceans? In at least one case, our calculations
strongly suggest that these physical events, by

The geochemical information contained in
these rocks that span the Permian-Triassic
boundary record a catastrophic disruption
of Earth’s carbon cycle coincident with the
greatest extinction of life—about 95 percent
of all species—in Earth’s history.

themselves,
were not
enough to
Photo credit: Shuzhong Shen
explain the
observed
changes—
that whatever triggering role impacts or volcanism may have played, other factors contributed
to and amplified changes in the carbon cycle.
We believe that acceleration of the microbial
respiration rate must have been involved, thus
releasing carbon from the deep ocean and sediment reservoirs. In any event, the evidence is
clear that significant disruptions or instabilities
have punctuated an otherwise stable carbon cycle throughout Earth’s history, with changes so
rapid or so large that they triggered a shift to
a new and different equilibrium, with profound
impact on all living things.
One example is the microbial invention, about
two-and-a-half billion years ago, of photosynthesis—which resulted in a transition from
an atmosphere without oxygen to a stable

oxygenated
state. That in
turn enabled
the evolution
of macroscopic, multi-cellular life, including us. Another example is the
end-Permian extinction, the most severe in
Earth history, which was immediately preceded
by an explosive increase of carbon in the atmosphere and the oceans. A recent research paper
(Rothman et al., 2014) attributes the surge of
carbon to the rapid evolution of a new microbial mechanism for the conversion of organic
matter to methane, which accelerated respiration. In both cases, the disruption of the carbon
cycle was driven or at least accelerated by life
itself—microbial life. Other mass extinctions are
also associated with severe disruption of the
carbon cycle, although the specific triggering
mechanisms are not known. But what seems
clear is that small changes in the ways microbes
respire organic matter can have considerable
CONTINUED » Page 15
global impact.
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BY ARI DANIEL FOR MIT SPECTRUM

EXPLORING THE
DIGITAL OCEAN
Mick Follows and Stephanie Dutkiewicz work at the intersection of ocean fieldwork and advanced computer modeling,
seeking to understand how the ocean’s ecosystems of phytoplankton interact with each other, and with our climate.

IT TOOK A FEW HUNDRED THOUSAND

lines of code and the better part of a decade
for EAPS Associate Professor Mick Follows,
Principal Research Scientist Stephanie Dutkiewicz, and their colleagues to conjure up
an approximation of the global ocean inside
their computers. These two MIT oceanographers are on a mission—called the Darwin
Project—to know everything they can about
phytoplankton, the tiny plants of the sea that
produce half the oxygen that we breathe, underpin oceanic food webs, and are key players
in the flow of carbon on our planet. (In fact,
phytoplankton lock up a tremendous amount
of carbon in the ocean that would otherwise
be floating in the atmosphere.) To achieve
their goal, Follows and Dutkiewicz want
answers to questions about the growth and
death of these micro plants, what characterizes the environments where they’re found, and
how different types of phytoplankton interact
with one another.
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“If we can describe this complicated system
with mathematics with some predictive
power,” says Follows, “then we know we’re
understanding something essential about how
that system works.”
By their own admission, Follows is the
dreamer and Dutkiewicz is the pragmatist. For
instance, when considering how many types
of phytoplankton to include in their model,
Follows suggested hundreds. Dutkiewicz
countered with six. They’ve settled on 51,
and the sizes of those types span nine orders
of magnitude—equivalent to the difference in
scale between a mouse and Manhattan.
All these kinds of phytoplankton aren’t just
ingredients in the Darwin Project’s hard drives.
Dutkiewicz says, “Trying to understand the
how and why of diversity is at the heart of
everything we do.”

When they compare what the model predicts
to actual data gathered by ships, satellites,
and lab experiments, it checks out. “It’s confirmation of our understanding reduced into
a set of equations,” says Follows. The model
captures the behavior of both the phytoplankton and the ocean they inhabit. This means it
can be used to project what might happen in
the future—during an El Niño year, say, or 100
years from now as our global climate continues to change.
“Phytoplankton produce half the oxygen that
we breathe, underpin oceanic food webs, and
are key players in the flow of carbon on our
planet,” says Follows.
Leading a team of a dozen MIT researchers,
plus a handful of collaborators from universities around the world, Follows and Dutkiewicz
have used their digital ocean to investigate
a wide array of subjects, from the geographic

THE SIXTH DYING
CONTINUED » from page 13

Might the current human releases of carbon trigger such a change
as well, enabling microorganisms to accelerate their conversion of
the huge reservoir of marine sedimentary carbon into carbon dioxide?
Understanding the mechanisms of respiration in detail—including in the
deep ocean and the sediment reservoirs of organic carbon—is thus critical
to understanding the potential for another mass extinction.
For the modern carbon cycle, the principal problem concerns the fate
of marine organic carbon that resists degradation for decades or longer.
Two reservoirs are critical: dissolved organic carbon, which can persist for
thousands of years, and sedimentary organic carbon, which can persist for
millions of years. Imbalances in the carbon cycle are determined by shifts
of these timescales or respiration rates. These rates are especially hard to
determine when organic compounds are complex and/or the organic matter is tightly embedded in sedimentary rocks. New tools will enable us to
measure how specific enzymes bind to specific organic molecules found in
seawater. And controlled experiments will measure how microbes, organic
matter, and minerals interact in sediments, developing new methods such
as high-resolution calorimeters to measure the rates of degradation in the
lab and in the field.
Unlike the major extinction events already mentioned, many past
disturbances of the carbon cycle had no large-scale impact. What sets
them apart? Sedimentary rocks deposited at different times record
indications of environmental change, but the interpretation of these
signals is an evolving science. The project will reconstruct, for as many
events as possible, the sequence of environmental changes, focusing
on fluxes of carbon. By employing mathematical techniques similar
to those used to establish the modern theory of chaos, we expect to
discover distinct classes of behavior that separate true instabilities
from more gradual environmental change. During periods of unstable
growth, important changes in the molecular composition of organic
matter are likely. By analyzing these changes, we expect to discover
mechanisms associated with or leading to instabilities of the Earth’s
carbon cycle. Especially pertinent is the potential for rapid evolution in
microbial ecosystems. Rapid evolution modifies the structure of populations and thus can alter the respiration rates—with impact on all

distribution of biodiversity in general and the
various types of phytoplankton in particular,
to where and how fast nitrogen gas is being
incorporated into certain kinds of phytoplankton (a process that helps sustain entire food
webs); and from how the physical movement
of water on the planet influences the biology
it contains, to how phytoplankton which span
such a vast range of sizes can coexist.
The computer simulations of the Darwin
Project have produced stunning visuals: some,
for example, depict the Earth with darkened
continents surrounded by an ocean swirling
with color and churning with movement and

A NEW RESEARCH PROGRAM
DESIGNED TO ADDRESS THREE
KEY QUESTIONS
» What principal mechanisms control slow
respiration in the modern carbon cycle?
» What were the mechanisms underlying
past mass extinctions?
» What are the conditions or triggering
forces that lead to instability and a new
equilibrium?

components of ecosystems, potentially leading to instability, disruption,
and the emergence of new stable states.
The central challenge will be to use these new findings to develop a
theory of instability for the Earth’s carbon cycle system. Linking the
specific mechanisms discovered in our studies of the past and present
carbon cycles to such a theory is a key objective. It requires learning how
to translate molecular, genomic, and microbial metabolic information
into an understanding of evolutionary feedbacks that can drive instability
and mass extinctions. Collectively, this work amounts to the design and
execution of a stress test of the carbon cycle system. Our studies of the
modern carbon cycle will provide a base case. Theoretical models of carbon cycle dynamics will yield specific hypotheses for the conditions that
determine its unstable evolution. These hypotheses will then be tested
using geochemical signals derived from past extreme environmental
events. That should provide an explicit understanding of the range of stability of the carbon cycle system and the potential for a sixth extinction.
Adapted from the full article in the XO Files of the Science Philanthropy Alliance:
http://bit.ly/sixth-extinction

life. According to Dutkiewicz, the visualizations have been, “incredible outreach tools,”
allowing both scientists and nonscientists to
see the ocean in a new way. They’ve been featured in displays at the San Francisco Exploratorium and the planetarium at the Museum
of Science and Industry in Paris. “They’re really
beautiful to watch,” Dutkiewicz says. “You get
a sense of how dynamic the ocean is and how
dynamic the phytoplankton communities are.”
As the Darwin Project evolves, it grows increasingly complex. Follows, Dutkiewicz, and
their colleagues have started incorporating
into the code representations of ocean bac-

teria, seafaring viruses, and yet more diversity
of phytoplankton and the organisms that eat
them. By continuing to refine and improve
their simulations, they seek to deepen our understanding of marine ecosystems. And, if one
day these equations are capable of tracing out
the living contours of the ocean, we’ll have a
powerful tool for understanding our future—
both at sea and on land.
Read more about the research:
http://bit.ly/darwin-project
LEFT Photo credit: Ken Richardson
RIGHT Digital phytoplankton patterns from the research
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BY ALEXANDRIA JOHNSON

EXOPLANET
CLOUDS ON EARTH
Simons Foundation Postdoctoral Fellow Alexandria Johnson studies exoplanet clouds—but not through a telescope.
HUMANS HAVE LONG WONDERED whether
life exists elsewhere in the universe. We are
fortunate to live in an age where we not only
know that there are planets orbiting other
stars but where thousands of extra solar
planets, or exoplanets, have been discovered.
The identification and characterization of
these planets gives context to Earth and the
potential for analogs orbiting other stars. We
have also learned that planet formation results
in a great diversity of bodies, often creating
exotic worlds with extreme physical conditions.
To date the most well studied exoplanets are
bright, tidally locked Hot Jupiters orbiting close
to their host star, but the Kepler Mission has
revealed that at least one in five sunlike stars
has an Earth-like planet in the habitable zone,
and most recently scientists have begun widening the range of exoplanets they can observe
to include those circling ultracool dwarf stars
[Hunting Habitable Worlds, this issue]. With
such a high frequency of potentially habitable
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planets, we are bound to ask how many can
sustain life as we know it and if we can detect
the presence of such life from afar.
Life metabolizes and generates byproducts,
and some of these metabolic byproducts
dissipate into the atmosphere and can accumulate as biosignature gases. These represent
our best opportunity for the detection of life
on exoplanets by remote sensing techniques.
However, if we are to observe biosignatures on
other planets, we need to better understand
the limitations of their detection. When planets
pass in front of their host stars, or transit, a
planet’s atmosphere can be probed using light
from the host star. Past and current work in this
area is focused on identifying the constituents
of exoplanet atmospheres through spectroscopic techniques and thermal variations with
planet phase functions. Using this information
the composition and physical conditions of
exoplanet atmospheres can be determined, and

the potential for habitable conditions and biosignature gases potentially identified. However,
the spectral observations of some exoplanets
have lead to a puzzling result—flat, featureless
spectra when the exoplanet would otherwise
be expected (through mass and radii measurements) to host an atmosphere. One such case
is that of GJ1214b. The transmission spectra of
this super-Earth lacks strong spectral features
and scientists believe a likely cause for this
is the presence of clouds. Cloud layers, like those
proposed, would have the potential to greatly
limit detection of biosignatures simply because
they would obstruct our view of the atmospheres beneath them.
By observing the planets and moons in our
solar system we’ve seen that clouds are not
a uniquely terrestrial phenomenon. So it is
reasonable to assume that clouds will likely be
present in the atmospheres of many planets
orbiting other stars.
Bridging laboratory experiments in Daniel
Cziczo’s group investigating terrestrial clouds
and Sara Seager’s exoplanetary atmospheric
modeling on computers, EAPS Postdoctoral
Fellow Alexandria Johnson is using the tools
of terrestrial cloud research to investigate how
exoplanet cloud particles interact with radiation from their host stars and how this might
effect sampling of their atmospheres.

The projects aims are twofold: first, to better
understand the role and properties of clouds
in exoplanet atmospheres; second, to use this
information to determine how clouds will limit
our ability to detect biosignature gases.
“We believe this work is critical for recognizing
biosignatures in the very different environments on exoplanets and that cutting edge
laboratory research on exoplanet atmospheres
and clouds is the best way to approach this
problem,” Johnson says.

In the Cziczo Lab, Postdoctoral Fellow
Alexandria Johnson is using the tools of
terrestrial cloud research to investigate how
exoplanet cloud particles scatter and modify light
from their host stars, and how this might affect
the detection of biosignatures through the cloud
layers of other planets.
Photo credit: Kent Dayton

Using theory and lab-based experiments to determine how cloud particles interact with light
across the visible spectrum and under a wide
range of atmospheric composition, pressure, and
temperature, Johnson’s work represents the first
time that exoplanet clouds will be studied in
the laboratory. How these particles scatter and
modify light is key to understanding just how
well biosignatures can be detected through
cloud layers. The results of this work will guide
the interpretation of observations of exoplanet
atmospheres and biosignatures through direct
imaging or transmission spectroscopy, as well
as exoplanet atmospheric and radiative balance
models which can give valuable information on
the surface habitability of exoplanets.
View a technical diagram of the experiment:
http://bit.ly/exoplanet-clouds
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HUNTING
HABITABLE
WORLDS
BY HELEN HILL

JULIEN DE WIT is a Postdoctoral Associate
working in the Seager Group. As he puts it, his
primary interest and expertise lies, “in the field
of data science where math and science are
brought together to make sense of newly accessible pieces of reality!”

Over the past five years, first as a precocious
graduate student, and subsequently as an equally precocious postdoctoral associate, de Wit has
dazzled, developing and applying new analysis
techniques to map exoplanet atmospheres,
elaborating a technique to constrain the
atmospheric properties and mass of exoplanets
solely from their transmission spectra, exploring
the radiative and tidal planet-star interactions in
eccentric planetary systems, and, most recently,
as part of the team which first identified three
potentially habitable planets just 40 light years
away, at the time, closer and more promising
than any previous targets in the search for extraterrestrial life—and culminating in a double
transit observation demonstrating that at least
two of these nearby planets are likely rocky.

An artist’s rendering of the dwarf star
TRAPPIST-1 and its three newly-discovered
terrestrial planets—a star just one-tenth the size
of our Sun, located a mere 40 light-years away.
Image credit: ESO/M. Kornmesser/N. Risinger (skysurvey.org)

It’s a sunny summer day as we sit looking across
the Charles at Boston’s iconic skyline. At his
suggestion, we have arranged to meet at MIT’s
Sailing Pavilion—a place where, de Wit confides,
he likes to come to dip his feet in the water
when he needs a break. His excitement about his
research is palpable and it should be: he’s on an
enviable roll with a string of papers in big-name
journals collecting on his publications page.

De Wit grew up in Belgium and came to MIT
in 2008 to study for a PhD with Sara Seager.
His first breakthrough came in 2013 as a member of the team which generated the first map
of clouds on an exoplanet.
“The idea that we could map clouds on an exoplanet may have seemed totally audacious but
it was simply part of the natural transition from
discovery to characterization that has occurred
in the field of exoplanetary research over the
past few years,” de Wit says. “By mapping the
cloud coverage on an exoplanet we can then
start to understand its whole climate.”
De Wit’s second breakthrough came with the
paper he wrote with PhD advisor Sara Seager,
“Constraining Exoplanet Mass from Transmis
sion Spectroscopy,” which was published in the
journal Science in 2014, and demonstrated
how it is possible to determine the mass of
certain exoplanets based on the properties
of their atmospheres.
After a lull during which time de Wit defended
his doctoral thesis, “Maps and Masses of Transiting Exoplanets: Towards New Insights Into Atmospheric and Interior Properties of Planets,” he
has had a flood of near back-to-back papers, first
with “A Map of the Large Day-Night Temperature Gradient of a Super-Earth Exoplanet,” in
the journal Nature, which was closely followed
by a paper in the Astrophysical Journal, “Direct
Measure of Radiative and Dynamical properties

of an Exoplanet Atmosphere,” reporting observations of an extreme-weather planet raising
questions about the origin of hot Jupiters.
These publications were followed this May by
another paper in the journal Nature, “Temperate
Earth-sized Planets Transiting a Nearby Ultracool
Dwarf Star,” reporting the extraordinary discovery of three exoplanets orbiting the nearby ultracool dwarf star, 2MASSJ23062928-0502285—
now known as TRAPPIST-1. Ultracool dwarfs are
a type of star typically much cooler than the sun,
emitting radiation in the infrared rather than
the visible spectrum.

Planets Eclipsing ULtra-cOOl Stars), and are
building four larger versions of the telescope in
Chile to focus on the brightest ultracool dwarf
stars in the skies over the southern hemisphere.
The researchers are also trying to raise money
to build additional telescopes to survey the
northern sky.

Colleagues from de Wit’s alma mater, the University of Liège, came up with the idea to look
for planets around such stars, as they are much
fainter than typical stars and their starlight
would not overpower the signal from planets
themselves. Together with de Wit, the same
group is now working to establish more telescopes on the ground to probe this planetary
system further, as well as to discover other
similar systems.

If the scientists can train more TRAPPIST-like
telescopes on the skies, the telescopes may
serve as relatively affordable “prescreening
tools,” de Wit says. Scientists can use them to
identify candidate planets which just might be
habitable to then be followed up with more
detailed observations using powerful telescopes
such as Hubble and NASA’s new James Webb
Telescope, scheduled to launch in October 2018.

The researchers discovered the TRAPPIST-1
planetary system using TRAPPIST (TRAnsiting
Planets and PlanetesImals Small Telescope),
which is a new kind of ground telescope designed to survey the sky in infrared. TRAPPIST
was built as a 60-centimeter prototype to monitor the 70 brightest dwarf stars in the southern
sky. Now, the researchers have formed a consortium, called SPECULOOS (Search for habitable

TRAPPIST’s efficient, turnkey design means new
sites can be developed incredibly economically,
and they can up and running in mere months.
“Each telescope is just $400,000—less than the
price of an apartment in Cambridge,” says de Wit.

“With more observations using Hubble, and
further down the road with James Webb, we can
know not only what kind of atmosphere planets
like TRAPPIST-1 have, but also what is within
these atmospheres,” according to de Wit, “and
that’s very exciting.”
Read more about the research:
http://bit.ly/habitable-worlds
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Studying water and sediment
samples taken from multiple
depths of Green Lake—
a meromictic lake teeming
with anaerobic, sulfur-reducing
bacteria—gives us a window
into the mechanisms at work in
the ancient ecosystems which
existed before Earth’s oxygenrich atmosphere evolved.

Graduate student Shane O’Reilly
pulls up a sample from Green Lake.
Photo courtesy the researchers
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BY HELEN HILL & PROFESSOR TANJA BOSAK

LIFE BEFORE
OXYGEN
The Bosak Lab integrates microbiology, sedimentology, and stable isotope geochemistry into
experimental geobiology, seeking to answer questions about early forms of life and their habitats.
SEDIMENTARY ROCKS FROM shallow water
environments store a 3.5 billion year long
record of interactions between early life and its
habitats. However, it remains an open question
what chemicals supported ecosystems in these
habitats, how microbes moved and colonized
sediments, whether microbes helped form
rocks by precipitating rock-forming minerals,
and when the early light-harvesting microbes
became able to produce oxygen.

conditions relevant for the early Earth and
other young planets in the lab.

Associate Professor Tanja Bosak integrates microbiology, sedimentology, and stable isotope
geochemistry into experimental geobiology
to help answer questions such as: How do
microbes shape sedimentary rocks? How do
organisms become fossilized? And how do
microbial metabolisms leave biological patterns in sediment? Using these approaches, her
group explores modern biogeochemical and
sedimentological processes as proxies for what
was taking place deep in Earth’s history, to help
interpret the record of life on the early Earth,
and perhaps suggest how life on other young
planets might develop.

Before the evolution of oxygenic photosynthesis, anoxygenic photosynthetic organisms
using hydrogen, iron, and manganese, reduced
sulphur, and organic compounds likely colonized the photic zone, the layer penetrated
by sunlight. The sediment-water interfaces of
this anoxic world also may have contained microbes that produced and consumed methane.
In contrast, modern methane-cycling microbes
occur primarily below the photic zone. To better
understand life in shallow water environments
before the rise of oxygenic photosynthesis,
Bosak and her team have been exploring the
ecology, morphology, biochemistry and fossilization potential of benthic photosynthetic
microbial communities that lack cyanobacteria
and grow in the absence of oxygen.

Answers to such questions, inferred from the
shapes of rocks and traces of chemical signals,
require better constraints on the signals that
can be produced and preserved in the presence
of microbial communities that do not evolve
oxygen. To investigate, members of Bosak’s
team cultivate communities of light-harvesting
microbes that colonize sediments, promote
the precipitation of rock-forming minerals, and
shape sediments under a range of chemical

Using analytical techniques at a range of
scales, from visible to those smaller than a microbial cell, lab members then investigate the
shapes and chemical properties of the microbially produced structures and minerals, applying
insights from the laboratory to reconstruct
microbial processes in geologic samples.

A modern context for this work is provided by
Green Lake in Fayetteville in upstate New York.
Green Lake is unusual because it is meromictic—
that is, there is no mixing between deep and
shallow water. In ordinary, holomictic lakes, at
least once each year, there is a physical mixing
of the surface and the deep waters. Green Lake

is also euxinic at depth, that is there is lots of
sulphide and low oxygen within and below
the photic zone. Evidence in the general rock
record suggests that for many periods in early
Earth history, much of the global ocean was
euxinic, making Green Lake a helpful modern
analog for such environments.
Over the course of multiple visits to the site,
Bosak and collaborators have collected water
and sediment samples for analysis. Among
their findings was the discovery of isoprenoidal
glycerol dialkyl glycerol tetraethers (GDGTs)
with unique cyclohexane functional groups
(moieties). These archaeal tetraethers are
named S-GDGTs, where ‘S’ stands for ‘Sulfidic’
and ‘Six-membered-ring’. In contrast to other
modifications of archaeal lipids by cyclization,
the cyclohexane ring of S-GDGTs is configured
in the middle of a C40 biphytane chain, requiring
double head-to-head linkage of two isoprenyl
groups. Anaerobic deep lake samples also contain S-GDGT derivatives composed of biphytanes modified with double bonds and regular
cyclopentane. The intact polar lipid precursors
of S-GDGT include compounds with mono- and
diglycosyl head groups. The carbon isotopic
composition of S-GDGTs and their occurrence
in Green Lake (they are also seen in Messel
Shale in Germany, Salt Pond in Falmouth, MA
and neighboring salt marshes) suggest that
they may be produced by chemoautotrophic
Archaea that prefer sulfidic conditions.
Read more about the research:
http://bit.ly/bosak-lab
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BY JENNIFER CHU FOR MIT NEWS

THE FIRST
BREATHS OF
COMPLEX LIFE
Twenty-one percent of the air we breathe is made up of molecular oxygen, but it was not always in such ample,
life-sustaining supply. A new study by EAPS scientists pinpoints the timing of oxygen’s emergence in Earth’s atmosphere.

Photo credit: Shutterstock
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EXACTLY WHEN the Great Oxygenation Event
(GOE) began, and how long it lasted, has long
tantalized scientists hungry to understand the
early history of life on Earth. Now Professors
Roger Summons and Shuhei Ono, Postdoctoral
Associate Genming Luo, and Graduate Student
David Wang have been able to refine the date
of this critical transition to an oxygen rich
atmosphere to 2.33 billion years ago, while
also demonstrating that atmospheric oxygen
built up to near modern levels in a trifling
(in geologic terms) 10 million years.
WHIFFS IN THE AIR

For the most part, scientists agree that oxygen,
though lacking in the atmosphere, was likely
brewing in the oceans as a byproduct of cyanobacterial photosynthesis as early as 3 billion
years ago. However, as Schlumberger Professor
of Geobiology Roger Summons puts it, “oxygen
in the ancient ocean would have instantly been
sucked up by hungry microbes, ferrous iron,
and other sinks, keeping it from escaping into
the atmosphere.”
“There may have been earlier and temporary
‘whiffs’ of oxygen in the atmosphere, but their
abundances and durations are not currently
measurable,” Summons says.
That changed with the GOE, a period which
scientists believe marked the beginning of
oxygen’s permanent presence in the atmosphere.
Previous estimates have placed the start of the
GOE at around 2.3 billion years ago, though
with uncertainties of tens to hundreds of millions of years. ”The dating of this event has been
rather imprecise until now,” says Summons.
A TRANSITION, PINNED

To get a more precise timing for the GOE,

Luo first analyzed rocks from around this period,
looking for a particular sulfur isotope pattern.
When volcanoes erupt, they emit sulfur gases,
which, when exposed to the sun’s ultraviolet
radiation, can fractionate chemically and isotopically. The pattern of isotopes generated in
this process depends on whether or not oxygen
was present above a certain threshold.
Luo looked to pinpoint a major transition in a
particular sulfur isotope pattern called mass-independent fraction of sulfur isotopes (S-MIF), in
order to determine when oxygen first appeared
in the Earth’s atmosphere. To do this, he first
looked through sediment cores collected by
Ono on a previous expedition to South Africa.
“Genming is a very tenacious and thorough guy,”
Summons says. ”He found that rocks from deep
in the core had S-MIF, and rocks shallow in the
core had no S-MIF, but he didn’t have anything
in between. So he went back to South Africa.”
There, he was able to sample from the rest of
the sediment core and two others nearby, and
determined that the S-MIF transition—marking
the permanent passing of the oxygen threshold—occurred 2.33 billion years ago, plus or minus 7 million years, a much smaller uncertainty
compared with previous estimates.
GETTING A “DECENT HOLD”

The team also discovered a large fractionation
of the isotope sulfur-34, indicating a spike in
marine sulfate levels around this same time.
Such sulfate would have been produced by the
reaction between atmospheric oxygen with sulfide minerals in rocks on land, and sulfur dioxide from volcanoes. This sulfate was then used
by ocean-dwelling, sulfate-respiring bacteria to
generate a pattern of sulfur-34 in subsequent

sediment layers that were dated between one
and 10 million years after the S-MIF transition.
The results suggest that the initial buildup of
oxygen in the atmosphere was relatively rapid.
Since its first appearance 2.33 billion years ago,
oxygen accumulated in high enough concentrations to have a weathering effect on rocks
just 10 million years later. This weathering
process, however, would have leached more
sulfate and certain metals into waterways and
ultimately, the oceans. Summons points out that
it would be quite some time before the Earth
system would reach another stable state, by the
burial of organic carbon, and exceed the higher
oxygen thresholds needed to encourage further
biological evolution.
“Complex life couldn’ t really get a decent hold
on the planet until oxygen was prevalent in
the deep ocean,” Summons says, “and that took
a long, long time. But this is the first step in a
cascade of processes.”
Now that the team has constrained the timing
of the GOE, Summons hopes others will apply
the new dates to determine a cause, or mechanism, for the event. One hypothesis the team
hopes to explore is the connection between
oxygen’s sudden and rapid appearance, and
Snowball Earth, the period in which Earth’s
continents and oceans were largely ice-covered.
Now, thanks to improved precision in geochronology which Summons largely credits to EAPS
Professor Samuel Bowring, scientists have the
tools to start to really nail down the mechanisms behind major events in Earth’s history,
with more precise dates.
Adapted from the full article in MIT News:
http://bit.ly/timing-the-goe
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WRITING EARTH’S
BIOGRAPHY
TODAY, WE LIVE in a world dominated by
microbes and their metabolic waste but gases
like oxygen and methane—important to life and
the carbon cycle today—were not always being
produced by life. When the Earth was formed,
roughly 4.5 billion years ago, it was barren,
contained little or no molecular oxygen, and
all methane was abiotic. So when and how did
these global transformations take place?

Using genomic data taken from
living organisms, graduate student
Danielle Gruen and members of the
Fournier Lab are developing tools
to link early Earth geochemistry
with the emergence and evolution
of microbial life, revealing the
timeline of the earliest branches
of the Tree of Life.
BY DANIELLE GRUEN

In the Fournier Lab we are Earth detectives,
historians, and biographers who examine and
articulate the Earth’s story through the perspective of the genetic record. It is questions like
the above that drive our research. Historians
argue that we must study the past in order to
understand the future—in the Fournier Lab we
study history but it’s biological and planetary
Earth history. By attempting to answer the “big”
questions about the coevolution of life and
Earth in the geological past, we seek to understand how life on Earth innovated in the face of
persistent environmental challenges. Fundamental to this is exploring the effects of major
changes to Earth’s biogeochemical cycles over
geological time, and how these
might evolve in the future.

One application of these molecular tools is to
understand the emergence of oxygen in the
Earth’s atmosphere. Geochemical evidence
indicates that around 2.33 billion years ago (Ga)
the Earth’s atmosphere became oxygenated.
Two principle suspects are on trial for this in
the scientific literature: geology and biology (in
the form of microbial life.) Oxygenic life often
offers up the alibi: I wasn’t there until later, I
didn’t do it! However new tools are allowing us
to read the molecular clock encoded in microbial DNA providing us with a way of interrogating
life to find out when and where it appeared. If
the molecular evidence indicates that oxygenic
photosynthesis was widespread prior to the
oxygenation of the Earth’s atmosphere, this
would suggest that life, as the source of oxygen,
played a significant role in changing our atmosphere so dramatically. The complex interplay
between geology and biology also requires a
merging of clues from both biological and geochemical proxies, something that is spawning
multiple fruitful collaborations between the
Fournier Group and others such as the Summons, Rothman, and Bowring Groups.

Molecular methods enable us to

Traditional geobiological
study the evolution of microbial life
sleuthing into deep time relies
on digging deep into the Earth.
in much earlier windows of time
However, even the oldest and
than is possible through rocks and
deepest fossils and biomarker
fossils alone.
evidence that this uncovers
are too young to constrain
the emergence of microbial
metabolisms in the distant past. Instead, we dig
To me, a graduate student working in the
through giant databases of genetic sequences,
Fournier Group, one of the most perplexing
employing stacks of computers called “clusters”
metabolic mysteries revolves around methto analyze millions of sequences from thouane. Methane is a potent greenhouse gas and
sands of organisms. These gene and protein
an important constituent of the carbon cycle.
sequences of extant microbial life often contain
However, we still don’t understand all of the
genetic relics encoding evolutionary events that sources of this gas, or how our modern carbon
are intimately linked to the environments in
cycle evolved to be what it is today. Both Earth
which they evolved. Such molecular methods
and life processes are capable of forming
enable us to study the evolution of microbial
methane. For instance, in thick, dark sediments
life in much earlier windows of time than is
lurk microbes that are able to reduce single
possible through rocks and fossils alone.
carbon compounds to methane. No other or2 4 E A P S S COP E | 2016-2017

ganisms can produce methane as a direct metabolic end product, and, the low energy yield
from doing so makes for a poor way of life. It’s
reported that the majority of methane today is
microbial in origin. But how much is actually
produced, and when did microbes evolve the
capacity to utilize a diversity of nutrients in
such deep, dark places?
This isn’t the first time methane-producing
microbes have been implicated in a global
“whodunnit” in the scientific literature. In Rothman et al. (2014) a burst of methane during
the Permian-Triassic extinction, evidenced by
a signature of isotopically “light” carbon in the
rock record, was linked to the availability of an
essential limiting element for microbes: nickel.
Moreover, at this same time, it appears likely
that one group of methanogens in particular,
Methanosarcina, “stole” genetic information
from bacteria by a process of Horizontal Gene
Transfer (HGT) that allowed them to use the
substrate acetate, a metabolism that is responsible for the majority of microbial methane
production today.
While vertical inheritance passes genetic information from parent to offspring, HGT passes
information between lineages, even if they are
very distantly related—one process that drives
antibiotic resistance in bacteria. We detect
HGTs by identifying conflicts between gene and
species phylogenetic trees, which indicate that
some genes within genomes experienced a
different history than the rest of the lineage.
We think that other pathways of methanogenesis might also have evolved via HGT, which
would have had significant consequences for
marine carbon and sulfur cycles. Even though
methanogenesis is often considered one of
the oldest metabolic pathways, we think that
methanogens have continued to expand the
molecules they use for energy production, even
into the current Phanerozoic Eon.
While understanding the evolution of our
planet and the life it harbors is our ultimate
endeavor, in the absence of a time machine
and using conventional tools, it is enormously
challenging to discern the earliest history of life
and Earth. I am loving the challenge of working
at the cutting edge, developing new molecular
methods to help tease apart the latent chapters
of Earth’s deep time biography locked away in
the genetic record.
Read more about the research:
http://bit.ly/earth-biography

THE SIMONS
FOUNDATION
Investing in EAPS scientists, and the
future of life science research.
THE SIMONS FOUNDATION , cofounded by Jim and Marilyn Simons in 1994,
“supports basic—or discovery-driven—scientific research undertaken in pursuit
of understanding the phenomena of our world.” This vital Foundation funding
has helped to underwrite much of the research highlighted in this issue.
Despite sharp declines in government funding for science in recent years, EAPS
is fortunate and deeply grateful to have benefited from the generous support
we have received through the Simons Life Sciences Division’s efforts.

EAPS appreciates the Foundation’s support for the following research:
Tanja Bosak’s investigation into how light-harvesting microbes colonizing
sediments promote the precipitation of rock-forming minerals and shape sediments under a range of chemical conditions—relevant for understanding the
early Earth, and potentially other young planets.
The combination of theory with numerical simulations by Mick Follows and his
fellow Darwin Project investigators, aiming to discover how microbial communities in the North Pacific are organized, and what influence they may have for
our contemporary climate.
The exploration by Greg Fournier and his team into the genomic record of the
earliest microbes, in order to develop a more comprehensive understanding of
life’s beginnings.
The Summons Lab’s efforts to answer basic questions about the origins of life,
such as: What is the earliest record of microbial life? How can geochemistry
constrain the timing and environments of the origin and early evolution of life?
The acquisition of new, cutting-edge tools for research by Cziczo group
postdoc Alexandria Johnson, helping to reconcile fundamental uncertainties
about how easily biosignature gases may be detected in the clouds of exoplanet atmospheres.

Read more about the Simons Foundation, and EAPS research:
http://bit.ly/simons-life-sci
http://bit.ly/tanja-bosak
http://bit.ly/mick-follows
http://bit.ly/greg-fournier
http://bit.ly/roger-summons
http://bit.ly/dan-cziczo
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GRADUATE STUDENT
RESEARCH PROFILES
JOSIMAR ALVES DA SILVA

ALISSA EARLE

In the last 15 years, advances in recording instrumentation
have led seismologists to discover a new class of earthquakes that many believe can hold the key to earthquake
prediction. These new phenomena, known as episodic slow
slip events (SSE), differ from conventional earthquakes
because the accumulated strain energy in subduction
zones is released slowly over a long period of time. GPS
observations, combined with broadband seismic stations,
have found that SSE occurs periodically with inter-slip
intervals raging from days to months.

In July of 2015, New Horizons flew through the Pluto
system offering us our first up-close look at this distant,
fascinating, icy world and its family of satellites.

Three major cycles of SSE have been reported since the
early 2000s in the Guerrero Gap, Mexico, on the boundary
between the Cocos and North American plates. Analysis
of teleseismic waveforms recorded on a dense temporary
seismic network revealed low S-wave velocity and high
Vp/Vs ratios at the depths corresponding to the sources of
SSE, implying the possible presence of fluids and thus an
active dewatering process that may result in near-lithostatic pore pressure at the plate interface.

LEFT
2015-16 Whiteman
fellow Josimar Alves
da Silva visiting the
North Cascades,
where slow slip
earthquakes have
been reported
extensively.
RIGHT
Alissa Earle at the
New Horizons mission
control awaiting the
first data from the flyby
of Pluto in July, 2015
Photos courtesy: Josimar
Alves da Silva; Alissa Earle
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The goal of my research is to perform a coupled flow and
geomechanics analysis of the Guerrero Gap to model transient changes in the stress field in the subduction zone as
a result of pore pressure fluctuations and potential fluid
flow along the subduction interface. My quantitative modeling approach will provide a mechanistic understanding
of the relationship between pore pressure evolution, stress
transfer, and tremor migration, and help elucidate the
origin of SSE in this area.

Pluto’s orbit is highly eccentric, bringing it between roughly 30 and 50 AU over its 248-year orbit. It also has a high
axial tilt, currently around 120 degrees. Pluto’s orbit varies
over million year timescales and its axial tile ranges from
103 to 127 degrees over 2.8 million years. This creates a
much more dramatic version of Earth’s Milanković cycles.
While Pluto currently experiences equinox and perihelion
around the same time—creating similar seasonal cycles
for both hemispheres—in the past, Pluto underwent cycles
of “super seasons” where one pole experienced a short,
relatively hot summer and long winter, while the other had
a short winter and much longer, but less intense summer.
My research is focused on trying to understand how these
“super seasons” may affect Pluto’s surface composition and
geology. Specifically, how volatile transport cycles may
have differed in the past and how those differences may
impact what we see on Pluto’s surface today. Pluto shows
bright, volatile-rich material and dark, volatile-depleted
regions, with stark dividing lines between them. Normally,
we would not expect to see such high albedo contrasts
existing at the same latitude but we believe Pluto’s unique
orbit favors runaway albedo variations, particularly in the
equatorial region, which could create the contrasts we are
seeing in the images returned from New Horizons.

LEFT
2015-16 Callahan-Dee
Fellow Christine Chen
with samples drilled
from Lake Junín, 4000
meters above sea
level in the Peruvian
Andes which contains
a sediment record
spanning several
hundreds millenia over
multiple glacial cycles.
RIGHT
Evan Howard
prepares for
“swampling” in a salt
marsh tidal creek.

CHRISTINE CHEN

EVAN HOWARD

As a climate scientist, I study how climate change influences rainfall patterns across the globe. Climate models are
powerful tools but they don’t always agree on how rainfall
patterns will change in the future, especially in places like
South America. The South American summer monsoon is
the primary source of water for the tropical regions of the
continent, including critical ecosystems like the Amazon
rainforest. We have little idea of how this rainfall system
will change due to the lack of historical rainfall records in
this region—not enough rain gauges! To build better models, we need better data. But how do you measure rain that
has already fallen? To fill this gap, I am studying ancient
high-altitude lakes in the central Andes.

Salt marshes are 50 times more efficient at storing carbon than tropical forests. This is because grasses on the
marsh are very productive, but much of that production
is buried as peat instead of respired by the biological
community. But grass can’t grow in tidal creeks and
ponds in the marsh that are tidally inundated or permanently submerged; these environments are dominated by
algae. For a number of reasons (e.g. sea level rise), creeks
and ponds may cover more of the marsh in the future.
One goal of my research is to understand how that might
change production and carbon storage of marshes.

The central Andes is host to one of the driest and oldest
landscapes on Earth. Here, surrounding salt flats and small
modern lakes, are remarkably well-preserved shorelines
formed by enormous lakes that existed thousands of years
ago. But here’s the cool part: since these lake basins sit
high up in the Andes and are landlocked, their water levels
depend entirely on the competing forces of precipitation
and evaporation. These lake basins are essentially Earth’s
natural rain gauges. The ancient shorelines mark past water
levels and therefore serve as a rainfall record in this region.
I have led two field seasons in northern Chile to map
the extent of these shorelines and to collect carbonate
samples allowing me to determine when these lakes last
existed. Knowing the size and timing of these ancient
lakes will help us understand the forces that drove past
rainfall changes. Ultimately, we’ll use this knowledge to
make better models of future rainfall changes.
I enjoy this project greatly because it combines geology, geochemistry, and computer modeling to tackle an
important problem within Earth science, with broader
implications for society.

Photo credits: Christine
Chen; Tristan Kading

I study the biological production and consumption of
oxygen. As algae photosynthesize they consume carbon
dioxide and release oxygen, and vice versa during respiration. In the process, the biological community imprints
oxygen dissolved in the water with a characteristic
signature of the three stable oxygen isotopes (18O, 17O,
and 16O). So, by measuring changes in dissolved oxygen
concentrations and isotope signatures in ponds and
creeks, I monitor how the ecosystem “breathes” oxygen
(and by inference, carbon dioxide) over time, and can
compare that to metabolism in the grassy areas.
I collaborate with scientists at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution and Marine Biological Laboratory who
use complimentary approaches to explore this problem
at the Plum Island Ecosystems Long Term Ecological Research site in Massachusetts. We’ve found that creeks and
ponds can have greater respiration than photosynthesis;
unlike the grassy areas, they actually consume peat and
release carbon dioxide back into the atmosphere. So salt
marshes might become less efficient at storing carbon in
the future.
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DOCTORAL DEGREES AWARDED [2016]
NAME

PROGRAM

ADVISOR

THESIS TITLE

Alice E. Alpert

Paleoceanography

Anne Cohen, Glenn
Gaetani, Delia Oppo

Little Ice Age Climate in the Western Tropical Atlantic Inferred from Coral
Geochemical Proxies

Daniel E. Amrhein

Physical
Oceanography

Carl Wunsch

Inferring Ocean Circulation During the Last Glacial Maximum and Last
Deglaciation Using Data and Models

Hannah C. Barkley

Oceanography

Anne Cohen

A Scientific Framework for Evaluationg Coral Reef Resilience to Climate
Change

Rene Boiteau

Chemical
Oceanography

Daniel Repeta

Molecular Determination of Marine Iron Ligands by Mass Spectrometry

Claire Bucholz

Geochemistry

Oliver Jagoutz

Chemical, Isotopic, and Temporal Variations during Crustal Differentation:
Insights from Dariv Igneous Complex, Western Mongolia

Jörn Callies

Physical
Oceanography

Raffaele Ferrari

Submesoscale Turbulence in the Upper Ocean

Deepak A. Cherian

Physical
Oceanography

Kenneth Brink

When an Eddy Encounters Shelf-Slope Topography

Bethanie Edwards

Chemical
Oceanography

Benjamin Van Mooy

The Biogeochemistry of Lipid Derived Infochemical Signals in the Ocean

Helen Shao-Hwa Feng

Marine Geophysics

Daniel Lizarralde

Seismic Constraints on the Processes and Consequences of Secondary
Igneous Evolution of Pacific Oceanic Lithosphere

Kyrstin Fornace

Chemical
Oceanography

Valier Galy &
Konrad Hughen

Late Quarternary Climate Variability and Terrestrial Carbon Cycling in
Tropical South America

Sarvesh Garimella

Climate Physics
and Chemistry

Daniel Cziczo

A Vertically-Integrated Approach to Climate Science: From Measurements
and Machine Learning to Models and Policy

Chen Gu

Geophysics

Brian Evans
& Nafi Toksöz

Ground Motions and Source Mechanisms of Earthquakes in Multiscales Microseismicity to Macoseismicity

Jareth I. Holt

Climate Physics
and Chemistry

Susan Solomon
& Noelle Selin

Sensitivity of Inorganic Aerosol Impacts to US Precursor Emissions

Niraj K. Inamdar

Planetary Science

Hilke Schlichting
& Sara Seager

The Formation and Evolution of Planetary Systems

Keisuke Inomura

Climate Physics
& Chemistry

Michael Follows

Development of a Cell Flux Model and its Application to Nitrogen Fixers

Rebecca H. Jackson

Physical
Oceanography

Fiamma Straneo

Dynamics of Greenland's Glacial Fjords

Yavor Kostov

Climate Physics
& Chemistry

John Marshall

The Role of High-Latitude Oceans in Transient Climate Change

Benjamin Linhoff

Chemical
Oceanography

Matthew Charette

Seasonal and Interannual Variability in the Hydrology and Geochemistry
of an Outlet Glacier of the Greenland Ice Sheet

Benjamin Mandler

Geology

Timothy Grove

Experimental Studies of Magmatic Differentiation and the Effects
of Water on Phase Stability

Stephen J. Messenger

Planetary Science

Sara Seager

Exoplanet Atmospheric Exploration and Categorization through
Transmission Spectroscopy

Sophia T. Merrifield

Physical
Oceanography

Louis St. Laurent &
W. Brechner Owens

Mechanisms for Enhanced Turbulence in the Drake Passage Region
of the Southern Ocean

Alexandra Mitchell

Geology

Timothy Grove

Hydrous Melt Generation in the Earth's Mantle

Melissa R. Moulton

Physical
Oceanography

Steve Elgar

Hydrodynamic and Morphodynamic Responses to Surfzone
Seafloor Perturbations

Jaap Nienhuis

Marine Geology

Andrew Ashton

Plan-view Evolution of Wave-Dominated Deltas
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DOCTORAL DEGREES AWARDED [2016]

		

NAME

PROGRAM

ADVISOR

THESIS TITLE

Colin M. Pike-Thackray

Atmospheric
Chemistry

Noelle Selin

An Uncertainty-Focused Approach to Modeling the Atmospheric
Chemistry of Persistent Organic Pollutants

Mirna I. Slim

Geophysics

Franz-Josef Ulm
& Brian Evans

Creep Properties of Source Rocks Using Indentation: The Role of Organic
Matter on Texture and Creep Rates

Shaojie Song

Atmospheric
Chemistry

Noelle Selin

Quantifying Mercury Surface Fluxes by Combining Atmospheric
Observations and Models

Elena Steponaitis

Geochemistry

David McGee

Deep-lake Carbonates and Speleothems as High-resolution Archives of
Paleohydrology in the Bonneville Basin, UT

Haoyue Wang

Geophysics

Bradford Hager

Study of Reactive Flow, Ground Deformation and Real-Time Tomography
with Applications on CO₂ Sequestration

Ross H. Williams

Geochemistry

Roger Summons

Paleoenvironment Reconstruction in Extreme Climates Using Organic
Geochemical Investigations

Chunquan Yu

Geophysics

Rob van der Hilst

Imaging of Crust and Mantle Structures with Teleseismic Reflected Waves

MASTERS DEGREES AWARDED [2016]
NAME

PROGRAM

ADVISOR

THESIS TITLE

Saleh M. Al Nasser

Earth & Planetary
Sciences

Dale Morgan

A Comparison of Electric and Hydraulic Approaches to Fluid Flow
Simulation and Hydraulic Parameters Inversion

Jared W. G. Atkinson

Earth & Planetary
Sciences

Sara Seager

Cryogenic Deformation of Two Comet and Asteroid Analogs Under
Varying Conditions of Saturation

Molly R. Kosiarek

Earth & Planetary
Sciences

Amanda Bosh

Modeling Pluto's Light Curve in the Near Infrared: Implications for
Observation Post New Horizons

Rohith Vilasur
Swaminathan

Physical
Oceanography

Glenn Flierl

Vortices in Sinusoidal Shear, with Applications to Jupiter

Diming Yu

Geophysics

F. Dale Morgan

Investigations of the b-value and its Variations on Possible Earthquake
Prediction in the North-South China Seismic Belt

BACHELORS DEGREES AWARDED [2016]
NAME

PROGRAM

ADVISOR

THESIS TITLE

Elizabeth J. Berg

EAPS - Course XII

Noelle Selin

Mercury Emissions Inventories in the Lake Superior States

Duy Anh N. Doan

EAPS - Course XII

Amanda Bosh

Analysis of Magnetic Activity Cycles in Solar Analogs Using Solar-Stellar
Spectrograph Data

Madison M. Douglas

EAPS - Course XII

J. Taylor Perron

Constraints on Passive Margin Escarpment Evolution from River Basin
Reorganization in Brazil

Katrina L. Hui

EAPS - Course XII

Paul O'Gorman

Recent Changes in the Variability and Seasonality of Temperature and
Precipitation in the Northern Hemisphere

Megan L. Mansfield

EAPS - Course XII

Amanda Bosh

Analysis of Pluto's Light Curve to Detect Volatile Transport

Ashling M. Neary

EAPS - Course XII

David McGee

Records of Great Basin Precipitation During MIS 11 From Two Lehman
Cave Stalagmites

Judy Pu

EAPS - Course XII

Kristin Bergmann

Geochronological Constraints on the Trinity Diamictite in Newfoundland:
Implications for Ediacaran Glaciation

Elezhan Zhakiya

EAPS - Course XII

Bradford Hager

Using Machine Learning for Hydrocarbon Prospecting in Reconcavo
Basin, Brazil
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FRIENDS OF EAPS

FACULTY PROFILE:

NAFI TOKSÖZ
As a leader and mentor, Professor Toksöz has had a far-reaching influence on
applied geophysics, and whose former students include a “who’s who” in the field,
in both industry and academia.

BORN IN TURKEY, a country straddling one
of the world’s most active strike-slip faults, it is
perhaps not surprising that Emeritus Professor
Nafi Toksöz found himself drawn to the field
of seismology.

After earning an undergraduate degree at the
Colorado School of Mines in 1958, Toksöz moved
to Caltech for his doctoral studies where his
advisor was the renowned geophysicist Frank
Press. In 1965, two years after graduating, Toksöz
accepted a faculty position at MIT in what was
then the Earth and Planetary Science Department, rejoining Press who had moved east a year
earlier and where he was now closely involved
in the construction of a lunar seismograph, first
deployed by the Apollo 11 astronauts.
Toksöz recalls, “The US Apollo program was in
full swing and a top scientific goal was to determine the internal structure of the moon, but
for that we needed seismometers and seismic
data. It was the hardest work I have ever done
but definitely the most exciting.”
The oil crisis of the 1970s brought home to
Toksöz the importance of growing global energy
demand and the energy security of the United
States. In response, and recognizing looming
funding uncertainty in geophysics with the
winding down of the Apollo program, Toksöz
turned his attention towards securing Institute
and industry backing for what would become,
in 1982, the Earth Resources Laboratory (ERL).
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Today, ERL is a vibrant home for research and
education on sub-surface energy resources and
environmental issues under the directorship of
Professor Brad Hager.
In the later years of his career, Toksöz has become
known for his work developing models of wave
propagation in heterogeneous media, and helping define the field of borehole acoustic logging,
and advanced vertical seismic profile (VSP) and
cross-well seismology. His lifetime scientific
contributions were recognized with the Seismological Society of America’s Harry Fielding Reid
Medal in 2006 and the Society of Exploration
Geophysicists’ Maurice Ewing Medal in 2010.
Over the course of his 44 years as a member
of the faculty, Toksöz has mentored hundreds
of students as an academic advisor and (with
his late wife Helena) as Housemaster at Baker
House from 1969-1980. And, since his official
retirement in 2009, he has continued to advise
doctoral students and to publish a steady stream
of papers. Aside from his demonstrated skill as a
fundraiser, his founding of ERL, and his prowess
as a world class seismologist, it could well be
this nurturing role for which people remember
him most warmly.
It was to honor this incredible multi-faceted
legacy that EAPS established the M. Nafi Toksöz
Fellowship Fund in 2011. Humbled by the volume of donations, Toksöz and his wife, Charlotte
Johnson, also became supporters of the fund.

Graduate students play a vital role in EAPS
by conducting advanced research, teaching
and mentoring undergraduates, and helping
to attract world-class faculty. A full fellowship
provides a graduate student with funding for a
nine-month period, including tuition, stipend,
and health insurance. Fellowships allow us to
train and nurture the best young scientists,
regardless of whether their skills and interests
match those of a pre-existing government or
corporate grant—and they are an especially
important recruitment tool.
This year’s M. Nafi Toksöz fellow, Manuel
Flores-Torrez, follows in the footsteps of
Shujuan Mao (2015-2016), Chen Gu (20142015), and inaugural fellow Lucas Willemsen
(2013-2014). While the fund is already supporting students, our goal is to build the endowment
fund to $1.8M so that it will generate the $78K
a year needed (as of 2016-17) to provide a full
nine months of support to a student.
We invite you to join us in celebrating the
achievements of Professor Toksöz by continuing
to support the M. Nafi Toksöz Fellowship Fund.
Your gift in any amount is greatly appreciated.
Read more about Professor Toksöz:
http://bit.ly/nafi-toksoz
To learn more about giving:
http://bit.ly/eaps-giving

BUILDING THE
TED MADDEN FUND
Memories of Ted Madden from EAPS alumnus Randall Mackie.
RANDALL ( RANDY ) MACKIE ’91, one of Ted Madden’s final graduate
students, continues to give to the Theodore Madden Fellowship Fund,
which he has supported consistently with his annual giving since 1999.

“I give in honor of Ted,” says Randy, currently a research geophysicist
with CGG in San Francisco. “Ted Madden was a true friend to all his
students, as well as a scientific mentor. Mike Bergman and I were his last
PhD students. He’d invite all of us over for dinner at his home, or we’d
sometimes go in a group to watch performances of Shakespeare in the
Park on a warm summer evening—maybe taking along a bottle of port
and some roasted almonds. He loved to play sports, sometimes on the
same intramural teams as his students. On the basketball court, running
into Ted was like running into a brick wall! Ted was also a real Renaissance scientist, who covered a very broad area of science. You don’t
really see his kind any more as these days people specialize so early.
While Ted received his Ph.D. in induced polarization, he and his students
went on to study a diverse range of topics including electromagnetics,
seismology, gravity waves, plasma physics, and random networks.”
Mackie, who received support from a fellowship fund as an EAPS
graduate student, thinks it is important to give today’s students the

same opportunities.
But he, and some of his
peers, were surprised
to learn that it now
takes about $1.8M in an
endowed fellowship fund to generate enough income to support an MIT
graduate student in full, so he has promised to continue his support.
“EAPS is lucky to have loyal alums like Randy Mackie who continue
supporting these funds year after year,” says Angela Ellis, EAPS Senior
Development Officer. “Together we can keep building the Fund to
support our Madden fellows—it’s a great way to continue Professor
Madden’s legacy.”
This year’s Theodore Madden Fellow is Ms. Ekaterina Bolotskaya, studying
geophysics with her advisor, Professor Brad Hager.

ABOVE: Randall Mackie as a graduate student placing long-term
monitoring electrodes with Madden in 1996. Photo courtesy Randall Mackie

NEW FUND TO HONOR PATRICK HURLEY
PETER HURLEY ’68 ( XV ) and his

wife Marty Hurley have been planning for a long time to donate to
MIT. Now retired, they decided to
carry out their long-held philanthropic goal of honoring Peter’s
father, geology Professor Patrick
M. Hurley, by supporting EAPS
graduate students in his name.
“My father always valued
education and learning as key
to a successful, productive life,”
says Peter, “Marty and I feel the best way to honor him is to give educational opportunities to another generation of scientists.”
Peter and Marty Hurley

Patrick Hurley joined MIT’s faculty in 1946 and became professor of geology and geochronology in 1953, retiring in 1977. During his tenure, he
held several leadership positions at MIT including faculty chair and President of the Faculty Club, and he chaired the committee that appointed
MIT President Jerome B. Wiesner.

Professor Hurley was a leader in the field of geochronology, applying
natural radioactivity to determine the age of rocks in the Earth’s crust.
He developed and built early mass spectrometers in his lab long before
they became available “off the shelf.” Hurley’s research, conducted across
the globe, led to an understanding of the basement rocks in the continents, as well as continental drift and early studies in plate tectonics.
In a 1967 paper in Science, Hurley and others provided the evidence,
based on isotopic tracing, that Africa and South America had once been
contiguous. The co-author of over 200 scientific publications, one of his
books (How Old is the Earth?) is still available on Amazon more than four
decades after its original publication. In 1995, Hurley was awarded the
prestigious Walter Bucher Medal by the American Geophysical Union for
“his profound effect on the Earth sciences and the subsequent history of
isotopic research.”
EAPS is delighted to have the opportunity to honor Professor Patrick
Hurley with an annual fellowship in his name, and to welcome Peter and
Marty Hurley as new members of the EAPS Patrons Circle. The Patrick M.
Hurley Fund is an expendable fund that will support graduate students
in EAPS regardless of discipline, and we anticipate that the first Patrick
M. Hurley Fellowship will be awarded in Fall 2017.
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SUPPORT FOR WOMEN
IN COURSE XII
Alumna Anita Killian establishes a fund for a new EAPS advocacy group.
WOMEN IN EAPS now
have their own advocacy
group called Women in XII
(a.k.a. “WiXII”). And, thanks
Anita Killian
to a generous gift from
Anita Killian ‘85 (VIII), SM ‘87 (XII, XII M), they are off to a flying start.

WiXII was sparked by a discussion between women on the EAPS Visiting
Committee, female students, and faculty about work experiences, difficulties faced by women in EAPS and academia, and the kind of environment necessary for the success of women and all other members of the
community. After sharing stories and concerns about common problems,
a group of graduate students and staff decided to form Women in XII to
educate, inspire, and advocate for equal treatment of both women and
minorities in EAPS, and create a more inclusive, equitable, and respectful
culture within EAPS and the broader academic community.
Anita Killian, currently V.P. and Global Industry Analyst at Wellington
Management LLC, learned about WiXII over dinner in Singapore with
her long-time friend, EAPS Professor Paola Rizzoli (herself a staunch ad-

vocate for women in science at MIT since the late 1990s). Anita jumped
in with a generous gift to launch the Women in XII endowment fund to
help fund the group’s educational activities.
“I seriously want them to focus on great things,” says Killian. “The sure
way to deal with sexism is to kill it with excellence…it is about women
in EAPS doing amazing things and supporting each other, not tearing
one another down, making everyone proud of their accomplishments.”
WIXII board members, led by co-chairs Kelsey Moore, graduate student,
and staff member Annora Borden, are delighted to have this early show
of support from an EAPS alumna, and plan to invite Anita to speak at an
event later this year.
To learn more about WiXII, and find a resource list, please visit:
http://wixii.scripts.mit.edu/wixii/
or contact Kelsey at krmoore@mit.edu or Annora at annora@mit.edu
To make a gift to support the Women in XII Fund, please visit:
http://bit.ly/eaps-giving

TREITEL FELLOWSHIP GIFT
ROBERT C. (BOB) COWEN ‘49 (XIX), SM ‘50 (XIX), a science journalist
and editor for the Christian Science Monitor for six decades, is one of our
newest EAPS Patrons, having made a generous gift to the Sven Treitel ‘53
Graduate Student Support Fund.

After reading about the newly launched fund in EAPS Scope in 2014,
Bob decided to direct his annual gift to MIT to help build the fund. After a
couple of years, he decided that he wanted to help even more, and transferred the assets of a previously established trust fund into the Treitel
Fund, boosting its balance to over $750,000 received in gifts and pledges.
“I got a terrific education at MIT practically free”, says Bob, “and I want to
pay back—the Treitel fund will be my heir.” Bob has now also decided to
designate his generous bequest to MIT to benefit the Sven Treitel Fellows
of the future.
Bob Cowen is well known by many members of the American Geophysical Union (AGU) for his leadership, particularly in the sphere of public
understanding of science, and, since 2001, the AGU has presented the
Robert C. Cowen Award for Sustained Achievement in Science Journalism in his honor. Tim Grove, Cecil and Ida Green Professor of Geology at
MIT, and past President of the AGU (2008-2010), is one of Bob’s admirers:
“Many of us know Bob well through his work for the American Geophysical
Union. Bob is a tireless advocate of expanding and improving the public’s
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knowledge of Earth and
space science, and he
was always enthusiastic
and optimistic about AGU
members’ latest scientific
discoveries.”
Looking back on how his
Bob Cowen with geophysics
graduate student, Bram Willemsen
career evolved, Bob notes
that it was Karl Compton,
then Chairman of MIT, who encouraged him to accept the job offer from
the Christian Science Monitor in 1950, even though he was still part-way
through his PhD. With science hitting the front pages at that time during
the era of the atomic bomb, it was an offer he felt that he could not refuse.
He completed his Masters and got to work. His first major story concerned
atmospheric circulation across the equator, where he reported on the work
of eminent MIT meteorologist Professor Victor Starr. But Bob’s favorite
ongoing story has been the dawn of the space age which, even when he
began reporting at the time of Sputnik, provided an adventure that otherwise hostile nations could share.
“I believe that EAPS is a very important part of MIT,” says Bob. “EAPS
science has major implications for public policy, and scientists need to be
prepared to be more and more in the public arena.”

FRIENDS OF EAPS

CELEBRATING
A PIONEER
OF WEATHER
RADAR
Made possible by a generous gift, a new, permanent exhibit will
be unveiled in December, honoring the life and achievements of
Pauline M. Austin, PhD ‘42, who served as Director of MIT’s Weather
Radar Lab for over 25 years.
DID YOU EVER WONDER why there is that
radome on the roof of the Green Building?
And what exactly is inside? You’ll be able to
find out, thanks to a new exhibit about the
Weather Radar Research Project soon to be
unveiled at the Pauline M. Austin Day event,
December 1st.

An MIT alum who worked for years with Dr.
Pauline (Polly) Austin PhD ’42 in the Weather
Radar Research Project, the first occupant of
the 18th floor of the Green Building, has decided to make a generous gift to EAPS in honor
of Dr. Austin’s contributions to the field of
meteorology and weather radar, and to provide
the latest equipment to MIT students who are
studying meteorology. The donor has chosen to
remain anonymous.
This gift will enable EAPS to acquire
much-needed new tools for the Synoptic
Meteorology Lab, including a weather camera
for the roof, new weather stations, and a large
screen to display meteorological data and
forecasts. In addition, funds have been set
aside to install a museum-style exhibit on the
16th floor of the Green Building to honor Dr.
Austin and highlight MIT’s seminal role in the
development of weather radar.

“Modern meteorology owes a lot to Polly
Austin and the MIT’s Weather Radar Lab”, says
Lodovica Illari, Senior Lecturer in Meteorology
in EAPS, “Polly was responsible for installing
the radome that is still on the roof of the Green
Building. She worked for years on studying
rain bands and obtained the first quantitative
estimates of precipitation using radar signals –
today we take it for granted that we have radar
to track storms and precipitation. Polly’s work
made it possible.”
Pauline Morrow Austin, one of MIT’s earliest
women PhD graduates in Physics, joined the
Weather Radar Lab in 1946 and was its Director from 1956-1980. During World War II, she
was recruited for classified research in MIT’s
Radiation Lab, and was named by the New
York Times as one of the top female scientists
contributing to the war effort.
Despite this attention to her work, during her
long career Dr. Austin never sought personal recognition. As one of a handful of women in her
field, and the spouse of eminent MIT Professor
James M. Austin (well-known in Boston as the
first meteorologist to make a nightly broadcast
on WBZ-TV), she worked “under the radar,”
dedicating herself to her work and her family.

Illari notes, “In those days, Polly was quite
a pioneer. She got her PhD at MIT, and managed to combine family with her scientific
career, raising her two daughters at the same
time as working around the clock on her
research, often coming in during the night to
track storms and collect data.” She continued
to come in to the office every week to work on
her rain band data long after her official retirement as Director of the Weather Radar Lab.
In December—the month that marks the
centenary of Dr. Austin’s birth—EAPS will host
Pauline M. Austin Day in the Green Building on December 1st, when the exhibit will
be opened. Dr. Austin’s daughters Doris A.
Price and Carol T. West, who have also kindly
supported this project, will join us for a symposium with former colleagues and students,
remembering her achievements and where
they led. Current EAPS graduate students will
also host a poster session to showcase their
research projects.

To learn more about the Austin event, please contact:
Angela Ellis, EAPS Senior Development Officer
617-253-5796 | aellis@mit.edu.
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THE 2016-2017

EAPS GRADUATE FELLOWS
Tristan Abbott

Alexandra Gonzales

Raphael Rousseau-Rizzi

Norman C. Rasmussen Fellow
Atmospheric Science
Advisor Tim Cronin

Robert R. Shrock Fellow
Planetary Science
Advisors Sara Seager, Hilke Schlicting

Norman C. Rasmussen Fellow
Atmospheric Science
Advisor Kerry Emanuel

Ekaterina Bolotskaya

Danielle Gruen

Eric Stansifer

Theodore R. Madden Fellow
Geophysics
Advisor Brad Hager

Grayce B. Kerr Fellow
Chemical Oceanography
Advisor Greg Fournier

Robert R. Shrock Fellow
Climate Physics & Chemistry
Advisor Dan Rothman

Marjorie Cantine

Mukund Gupta

Catherine Wilka

Whiteman Fellow
Geology, Geochemistry & Geobiology
Advisor Kristin Bergmann

John H. Carlson Fellow
Atmospheric Science
Advisor John Marshall

Warren G. Klein Fellow
Climate Physics & Chemistry
Advisor Susan Solomon

Margaret Duffy

Tianyi Huang

Martin Wolf

Whiteman Fellow
Climate Physics & Chemistry
Advisor Pending

Frederick Middleton Fellow
Chemical Oceanography
Advisor Ed Boyle

Grayce B. Kerr Fellow
Atmospheric Science
Advisor Dan Cziczo

Tao Feng

Ziwei Li

Maria Zawadowicz

Callahan-Dee Fellow
Atmospheric Science
Advisor Noelle Selin

Norman C. Rasmussen Fellow
Atmospheric Science
Advisor Paul O’Gorman

Grayce B. Kerr Fellow
Atmospheric Science
Advisor Dan Cziczo

Manuel Flores-Torrez

Jeemin Rhim

M. Nafi Toksöz Fellow
Geophysics
Advisor German Prieto

Robert R. Shrock Fellow
Geology, Geochemistry & Geobiology
Advisor Shuhei Ono

EAPS UPCOMING EVENTS
6th Annual John Carlson Lecture
Big Ice: Antarctica, Greenland,
and Boston — with Richard Alley

MIT-NEAQ Oceans and Climate
Lecture Series: The Oceans in a
Warming World — with John Marshall

EAPS-ERL Alumni & Friends
Reception at the SEG 2015 Meeting

EAPS Alumni & Friends Reception
at the AGU 2016 Fall Meeting

October 13, 2016 | 7-8pm
Pre-lecture reception at 6:15
Simons IMAX Theater
New England Aquarium, Boston

October 18, 2016 | 6-8pm
Magnolia Hotel
Dallas, Texas
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November 29, 2016 | 6:30-7:30pm
-new lecture series inaugural eventOcean Center, Harborside Learning Lab
New England Aquarium, Boston

December 12, 2016 | 6-8pm
-new location this yearTwin Peaks Room, Palace Hotel
San Francisco, California

EAPS Patrons Circle
Reception and Dinner

by invitation
April 13, 2017 | 6-9pm
Ida Green Lounge, The Green Building
54-923 | MIT, Cambridge

For more EAPS lectures and events please visit:
http://eapsweb.mit.edu/events

SUPPORT THE
DEPARTMENT
Earth. Planets. Climate. Life.
The Department of Earth, Atmospheric and
Planetary Sciences (EAPS) is the place at MIT
where the inaccessible depths of inner Earth,
alien landscapes of distant planets, turbulent
oceans and atmospheres, and the origins of life
all come together under one intellectual roof.
EAPS is all about hard, quantitative science,
academic rigor, hands-on training, big data, collaboration, and the cross-fertilization of ideas—
encompassing atmospheric science, climate,
geobiology, geology, geochemistry, geophysics,
oceans and planetary sciences. This fusion of
disciplines creates a vibrant learning community that prepares EAPS undergraduate and
graduate students for out-of-the-box thinking
and future leadership.

Why support EAPS? Because our fundamental
research leads us to important new discoveries
and a better understanding of earth, planets,
climate, and life. We are training tomorrow’s
scientific leaders and innovators whose research
will help us understand today’s unprecedented
global changes: accelerating warming of our
planet, pollution of our atmosphere and oceans,
depletion of Earth’s resources, and escalating
risks from natural hazards such as hurricanes,
storm surges, earthquakes, landslides, and
rising seas. More than ever before, your support
ensures that we will be armed with the people
and scientific resources required to analyze and
confront these challenges, and to help guide
policy-makers, and government and industry
partners, towards a more sustainable future.

Giving Opportunities
Gifts from alumni and friends provide the vital
fuel for EAPS education and research—and it is
our graduate students who power our pioneering work. Please make an annual gift to ensure
that EAPS can attract top students and retain
the best faculty. Every single gift makes a difference! Our funding priorities include:

• Theodore Richard Madden ’49
Fellowship Fund (3305800)

• The EAPS Discretionary Fund (2734903)
provides the most flexible support for students and faculty (e.g. to seed new research,
purchase equipment, and cover student travel
to conferences).

To find more giving opportunities and to give
online, please visit: http://bit.ly/eaps-giving

• The EAPS Graduate Student Support Fund
(3857220) provides expendable funding for
EAPS graduate students of any discipline.

• Sven Treitel ’53 Graduate Student
Support Fund (3312160)

To make a gift of appreciated securities, or for
more information about giving to EAPS via
your estate plan, please contact Angela Ellis,
EAPS Senior Development Officer:
617.253.5796 | aellis@mit.edu

Or support EAPS graduate students in specific
areas of study via a named fund:

Or visit our website:
https://eapsweb.mit.edu/giving-alumni

• James L. Elliot Graduate Student Support
Fund (3297565)

Thank you for your continuing support for
EAPS and MIT. All gifts are counted toward
the MIT Annual Fund.

• M. Nafi Toksöz Fellowship Fund (3311750)
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Stromatolites in Shark Bay, Australia.
These layered rock formations, created by colonies of photosynthesizing cyanobacteria which trap sediments
as they grow, are modern examples of some of Earth’s earliest life forms. Photo credit: iStockPhoto

Visit us on the web:

http://eapsweb.mit.edu

Follow us:
facebook.com/EAPS.MIT
twitter.com/eapsMIT
flickr.com/photos/eapsmit

